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Neal Stanley says veterans and oil companies are a match made in heaven. That’s why he and Rick
Grice run Boots to Energy, a service pairing military vets with oil companies in Colorado and across
the nation. With connections at multiple military bases and energy companies, the organization
places two to three veterans every month.
Boots for Energy started less than two years ago. Grice was having lunch at Barry Petroleum, a
company he recruited engineers for, when the vice president mentioned a similar program that they
had attempted before, but with little success. Grice said he’d like to try it again, and even cut his
recruiting fees in half to give the program its best chance of succeeding. He then joined with Stanley,
whose enthusiasm and connections helped get the program started.
In addition to being veterans, both Grice and Stanley have years of experience in the oil industry.
Grice served in the Navy during Vietnam, and Stanley was an Army medical corpsman in a
helicopter ambulance in Vietnam. Afterwards, Grice became executive director of the Colorado
Department of Labor and Employment, and Stanley launched a career that saw him inducted into
the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Hall of Fame in 2009 and the 2011 Wildcatter of the Year, a coveted
lifetime achievement award in industry.
“I was raised in the oil fields in west Texas,” Grice says. “My father was a geologist. The culture of
the industry is definitely genetically implanted in me.”
Changing lives

Since launching, Boots to Energy has developed
connections at both military bases and oil and gas
companies. They speak at bases about work
opportunities and life in the industry and collect
resumes. They then take those resumes to
companies they have a relationship with and
arrange interviews.
“I thought I’d be in the military forever,” says Scott
Horst, a veteran who found work through Boots to
Energy three months ago. Horst was injured on his
last tour of duty in Iraq and was unsure where to
find work – until he met Stanley.
They worked together developing Horst’s resume,
and Stanley distributed it to several companies.
Now Horst works for Heat Wave Oil Services,
heating water used in the fracking process. The
burners heat to 23 million BPUs, so between
operating the machinery, staying safe and
upholding environmental standards, Horst says it’s
a complex job. That’s why on-the-job training has
been one of the most valuable aspects of the
experience for Horst, who has recommended
similar jobs to several friends.

Neal Stanley of Boots to Energy.

Oil companies benefit from the program because they get drug-free workers who are accustomed to
long, intense hours and have a “can do,” “yes sir” attitude. Veterans are less concerned about
relocating, and they’ve found that military and oil field lifestyles share a number of similarities.
Veterans benefit because they get jobs with training, and often are paid up to three times the amount
they were earning in the military. Veterans in Colorado are also eligible for fast-tracked commercial
drivers’ licenses – something which dramatically improves their job prospects.
“We’re like the marriage makers, connecting the guys with these jobs,” Stanley says. “And then we’ll
follow up with them after they’ve been on the job and say ‘How do you like it?’ and they’ll say ‘Oh I like
it all!’”
Boots to Energy continues to grow, developing connections at more military bases and energy
companies nationwide. It is also pushing for more states to adopt Colorado’s CDL fast-track policy,
and for more recruitment officers and veterans to be made aware of the opportunities opened by the
CDL.
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